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Conceptions and Use of "Language Resources" 
in Language Programs at the Tertiary Level: 

From CDs and Websites to Telecollaborative Exchanges 

Joseph V. Dias 

Introduction 

Research in applied linguistics and language learning has considered learn

ers in comparative isolation from their context (Newman & Dickinson, 2017). 

The bias has been toward studying language learning in the classroom and in 

formal educational settings while neglecting lifelong language learning for per

sonal enrichment or non-traditional ways of developing language skills together 

with intercultural competence that comes part and parcel with informal lan

guage exchanges or class-based telecollaborative exchanges. As a consequence 

of that bias, what have been conceived of as "language learning resources" have 

often been seen narrowly as the items that fit into a paradigm that views learn

ing as largely isolated and involving individual goals that can be met by the 

provision of equipment and materials, along with some guidance about how 

they can be best utilized. 

The research results reported here are part of a study looking at the coordi

nation and use of language resources at a university language facility serving 

the University of Oxford's 39 colleges, the Oxford University Language Centre. 

These heretofore unpublished results originated from a year-long sabbatical 

research investigation in the 2009/10 academic year into how language learning 

resources are conceptualized, utilized, and evaluated in selected tertiary-level 

language programmes in the UK, US, and India. The first stage of the study 

focused on the Oxford University Language Centre (OULC), investigating

through interviews and surveys-how teachers, students, and support staff 

(particularly the librarian and associated IT support personnel) conceive of 
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